LADY Kathryn V
Bring together a top-notch team of designers,
architects and builders with very experienced
owners, and the result is Lürssen’s new 61 metre
– a beautiful yacht with practical touches
words: Roger Lean-Vercoe
photography: Klaus Jordan

Lady kat h r yn V
Experience certainly counts when building
a yacht; not just the experience of the designers

A paean to the outdoor
lifestyle (below), the
sunbathing and dining area
aft of the spa/ sundeck is
furnished with steamer
chairs and three large
dining tables. The spa pool
forward is overlooked by a
large circular sunbed on
the deck above (opposite)

and the builders but, perhaps more important, the
knowledge and dedication of the owners. In the case of
Lady Kathryn V, it would have been hard to find a more
talented team of designers than Espen Øino, who
designed the exterior, Adam Lay the interior designer and
Lürssen Shipyard, among the finest builders.
A particularly good indication of the owners’ experience
are those Roman numerals often seen as a suffix to a
yacht’s name. Lady Kathryn V is, of course, the fifth in a
series of steadily larger yachts bearing the name that have
cruised the seven seas. The first were Browards, one of 31
metres and the other of 34.7 metres, and these were
followed by a 43.9 metre NQEA and a 50 metre Westport,
which they enjoyed until the Lürssen was delivered.
Experience gained from these yachts enabled her
owners to create a yacht that really met their dreams, but
one should not imagine that success is an effortless
process. Lady Kathryn V is the result of many hundreds
of hours of discussions between her owners and her
designers and builders, their detailed consideration of
renderings, their thorough checks of the 14 revisions of

the 204 interior drawings, and countless exhaustive
meetings at Lürssen Yachts in Bremen and in Dubai with
Greenline, the interior manufacturer. This really is a
yacht completely fashioned by her owners.
Every project has a starting point, and in this case it was
Lürssen’s earlier 58.6 metre design, Capri, which marked
the start of a series that currently numbers seven yachts.
Series production such as this means that, barring
successive and relatively minor improvements, the hull
design and mechanical layout of the yachts is identical,
and for the owners this means enhanced reliability as well
as significant cost savings. But series production did not
mean these seven yachts are recognisable as sisterships.
Quite the opposite. While the sleek exteriors of both Lady
Kathryn V and her immediate predecessors Solemates,
and Arkley – the winner of the World Superyacht Awards
Motor Yacht of the Year in 2010 – were all designed by
Espen Øino, he has totally restyled the exterior of this
latest yacht to accommodate an additional deck beneath
the arch mast, and walk-round side decks on the bridge
deck. This ‘sky’ deck has given her a significantly greater
air-draught than Solemates, but Øino has cleverly managed
the styling to avoid a top-heavy appearance.

‘Experience gained from previous yachts enabled her
owners to create a yacht that really met their dreams’

The added functionality of these changes is astounding.
Positioned aloft, directly under the arch mast, the sky deck
with its hugely comfortable circular sunbed, tempts one to
sleep beneath the stars or, at the very least, relax with a
sundown cocktail in the company of others seated at the
bar just aft. There are comfortable armchairs here too, but
the yacht’s real sunning and alfresco living experience is
concentrated on the spa/sundeck, just below, whose aft
portion offers steamer chairs and three eight-seater circular
dining tables. Bordered by seating built in to the bulwark,
two of these tables can be lowered and re-sized as coffee
tables, adding flexibility to the area.
The enclosed centre portion of this deck is the yacht’s
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health spa, offering a gym, sauna, hammam and massage
area which, in contrast to the remainder of the yacht, is
decorated in a fittingly cool, white style inspired by the
orangery at Kenwood House on Hampstead Heath,
London. Passing forward through another pair of wide
glazed doors, the fore part of this deck offers a congenial
bar and a spa pool flanked by sun mattresses. Alfresco
dining with a tad more formality is one deck below, on
the aft of the bridge deck, whose wide side-decks permit
a leisurely after-dinner stroll, while the main deck aft
offers yet another 12-seater dining table overlooking the
vast bathing platform.
Three of these deck spaces, or something similar, can
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The owners’ preference was for a
traditionally panelled style and a
layout that created smaller, intimate
rooms with distinct functionality
be found on many yachts of this size but the
uppermost sky deck – a lofty and relaxing viewpoint –
provides a wonderful ‘belvedere’, whose addition
demonstrates the confidence of this yacht’s owners to
ask for something different.
Of course, the addition of side decks to Lady Kathryn
V’s bridge deck has, effectively, removed some interior
capacity, but this voluminous yacht has ample to spare.
Again, her knowledgeable owners had ideas on how a
yacht should be laid out and decorated, and wanted
something distinctly different from the open-plan,
modernist interiors found on Arkley and Solemates. Lady
Kathryn V’s interior designer Adam Lay recalls, ‘From
my very first visit to the owners’ home, it was clear that
these owners are passionate about furniture, lighting,
soft
furnishings
and
beautiful
objets d’art.’
Their preference was for a traditionally panelled style
and a layout that created smaller, intimate rooms with
distinct functionality.
‘It is always a pleasure to work with owners who know
what they want,’ says Lay, ‘and we soon arrived at a
decorative scheme that blended Chippendale style
furniture with warm toned woods.’ This was achieved
with book-matched African anigre veneers with walnut
and ash inlays, and applied mouldings in maple wood.
Jack Fhillips, who has decorated several of the owners’
houses, was responsible for the decorative elements; his
starting point was an attractive beach scene by the
Russian artist Vladimir Nasonov, which has hung in the
owners’ previous yachts. This prompted a maritime colour
palette for the furnishings, fabric wall panels and the
custom soft-loop carpet that creates a counterpoint to the
design’s more classical elements.
Lürssen is passionate about functionality, and it ensures
the yacht’s engineering considerations take priority over
just about everything else. This laudable stance does,
however, create some complexity for designers who
might be used to a less conscientious approach to yacht
building. One such difficulty in Lürssen’s 60 metre series
is that large air ducting, which supplies the engine room
with vital combustion air, passes through the port and
starboard sides of compartments that traditionally house
the main and upper saloons. This tends to create narrow
and windowless ‘waists’ in the rooms, making it difficult
for designers to fashion the large, unified room they
usually seek. By specifying smaller, more intimate rooms,
Lady Kathryn V’s owners have cleverly skirted this
problem by generating two rooms from each of these
spaces, with their division at these narrower points.
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The yacht’s signature
feature is a series of
intimate, carefully
designed spaces. The cool
white look in some areas,
such as ‘L’orangarie’ in the
spa area (opposite top) and
the gym (opposite far left)
becomes a maritime
colour palette elsewhere
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Warm wood and
Chippendale-style furniture
come together in the main
deck saloon and the dining
room further forward, a
design counterpoint to the
owners’ well-loved painting
of a beach scene, which on
this yacht has been set
behind the Steinway (below)
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On the main deck, the grand entrance to the yacht takes
the form of an amazing atrium, clad with honey onyx
Lady Kathryn V’s main deck thus houses an intimate,
comfortably furnished lounge in its aft portion from
which an alcove extends forward, housing a Steinway
grand piano opposite a superb Chippendale-style
sideboard. The lack of windows beside the piano has
been transformed by artwork into a purposeful design
feature. The second room, just forward, is a totally
delightful, fully enclosed, dining space that houses a
superb 12 seater table, which at the twist of a handle,
can be reduced to a more intimate eight seater. Storage
space is always at a premium in a yacht, and one benefit
casual visitors do not notice in either of these spaces is
the vast amount of storage painstakingly created from
voids behind the panelling, which is able to carry the
yacht’s many sets of dinnerware.
Similarly, the bridge deck lounge has also been divided
at its ‘narrows’, creating a media room-cum-lounge in its
forward part, while aft, beyond a dividing cabinet, is a
more conventional but equally comfortable lounge, edged
by 180 degrees of tall windows that create a truly
panoramic ‘observation’ saloon. These two rooms can be
united by opening doors on either side of the cabinet and
mechanically lowering a dividing wooden panel. This
<#l#> www.boatinternational.com

relatively slim cabinet, designed by Adam Lay and built by
Greenline Interiors, is itself a miracle of engineering: in
addition to housing a 65-inch television that faces forward
into the media room, it also contains a second screen of
the same size directed aft into the observation saloon,
both of which operate independently of one another and
are also raised and lowered mechanically. The cabinet
therefore carries three lift mechanisms, for the two
televisions and one for the central wooden panel, which is
well insulated to prevent the passage of sound. Fitting
three independent lifting mechanisms into such a confined
space could not have been an easy task.
On the main deck, the ‘grand entrance’ to the yacht
requested by the owners takes the form of an amazing
atrium, clad with honey onyx, which is entered from
doors at the head of the starboard side-boarding ladder.
Rising through three decks, the atrium’s centrepiece is a
magnificent staircase, edged on the open side by a
wrought-iron banister and on the other by a Georgianstyle mirrored window. Not only is this a great
architectural feature, but it also serves to reflect daylight,
drawn from a skylight on the spa deck, right down to
the lower deck guest lobby. To the left of the staircase a

The yacht’s atrium on the
main deck is a superlative
welcome on board for
guests, enhanced by its
classical notes of honey
onyx. It is dominated by the
staircase (also above),
edged by a wrought-iron
bannister
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The master suite is yet
another convincing
justification of the
owners’ call for
smaller, more
intimate rooms
passageway leads to a cloakroom to store guests’
outerwear (an often omitted necessity) and on into the
main deck pantry and galley, passing through the lift
that unites the tank deck with the spa/sundeck. The lift’s
two sets of doors that open to both the crew and guest
areas, give it double functionality, as a service lift for the
crew and a passenger lift for guests, while during formal
dinners in the dining room both sets of doors can be left
open to create an alternative service route between
pantry and dining room.
Opening forward from the atrium, the master suite is
yet another convincing justification of the owners’ call
for smaller, more intimate rooms. One enters a classically
panelled study in which modern high-tech office
equipment has been carefully concealed. A second door
opens to a private lounge, again flooded with daylight
through huge windows, which can be either open or
closed off from the adjacent bedroom with sliding doors.
Filling the yacht’s full beam forward of the lounge and
bedroom, is a truly spectacular his-and-hers bathroom
entered past a pair of large dressing rooms. Her
bathroom to port and his to starboard, both lined with
honey onyx and gleaming with golden Sherle Wagner
fittings, are divided by a vast semicircular glass shower
which, for individual privacy, can be curtained on the
outside and a dividing door closed.
The suite’s true surprise is the balcony room – a first
on this series of yachts – whose secret entrance is
concealed behind panelling in the bedroom. With the
room’s hull door hinged down to create the balcony and

The master suite continues
the themes of soft
furnishings in maritime
colours, matched with
warm wood tones, all
thrown into beautiful relief
by natural light from
the large windows
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The suite’s true surprise is the balcony room whose secret
entrance is concealed behind panelling in the bedroom
The owners’ quarters
feature a panelled study
(above) with all traces of
modernity concealed. The
balcony room (below) is a
stunning feature, where
the hull door hinges down
from a space behind the
bedroom. The shower
(right) is impressively large

the railings and awning erected by the crew who,
incidentally, can gain access without passing through
the bedroom, this is an equally good spot for private
relaxation on the two steamer chairs, or perhaps for a
secluded breakfast.
Five further superb double cabins, three with king-sized
beds and two with queen-sized, complete Lady Kathryn
V’s guest accommodation. Given the choice, a guest might
find it difficult to select a favourite as all possess winning
features. Those seeking a great view from their bed could
choose the delightful cabin just aft of the bridge; those
who like vast beds may also plump for this, or either of the
two forward cabins on the lower deck that also have kingsized beds; while those who prefer a smaller bed and
more floor space may select either of the two aft cabins,
which have queen beds. All are of the highest comfort, all
brightly lit through large portlights, and all have been
carefully decorated and provided with artworks and
luxury soft furnishings by Jack Fhillips.
Instead of having the near-standard hull length of the
other yachts in this series, Lady Kathryn V has an
extended bow and bathing platform that take her to 61
metres. She nevertheless shares the same lower deck
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layout with other yachts in the series, which positions a
tender garage and engine room aft of the guest cabins
and crew accommodation forward. The magic of
Lürssen’s voluminous hull design is that all these areas
are particularly spacious. The tender garage, for instance,
spans the whole beam of the yacht with through-hull
doors on either side. It’s large enough to house a pair of
seven metre Westport multi-purpose tenders launched
by beam cranes – equally great for water sports as for
taking smartly dressed guests ashore to dinner – a pair
of Waverunners, SeaBobs, kayaks, and a multitude of
toys including a practice golf tee that can be set up on
the adjacent aft deck, and still leave room to move
around. Another well-positioned facility is a room
dedicated to scuba diving gear that opens from the
adjacent bathing platform.
Just forward, the engine room and its control room is a
model of Lürssen’s perfect engineering. Again, it is
spacious and well laid out, with every component easily
accessible for servicing. Dominating the shiny doubledeck room, is a pair of Caterpillar 3512B diesels – well
chosen to match the hull’s hydrodynamics – that will take
Lady Kathryn V to a top speed of 15.5 knots, while they
www.boatinternational.com <#r#>
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Safety and functionality
are important concerns on
the bridge (above), where
tried and tested equipment
wins out over the latest
high-tech. The seven metre
Westport tenders (top)
offer a range of uses from
practical to formal

consume some 545 litres per hour cruising at 12 knots.
Forward of the guest cabins, the lower deck crew area
has seven well sized cabins – six with twin bunks and one
with three – to house the yacht’s maximum of 15 crew,
while the captain is accommodated traditionally in a
double cabin aft of the bridge. Like the other yachts in the
series, Lady Kathryn V also has a sizeable tank deck where
the large crew mess and a superbly sized and equipped

laundry are located, along with all the storerooms a crew
could desire, including fridge and freezer rooms, dry stores,
Hi-Fog room and a commercially-sized rubbish compactor.
The bridge is another well considered compartment:
soberly decorated, perfectly lit, and optimally laid out, with
the navigation station sensibly set back behind a centrally
positioned visitor sofa, where the owners can take breakfast
and go through the day’s plans with the captain. Although
a few paper charts are carried to brief guests on the yacht’s
movements, Lady Kathryn V is among the first yachts to be
fully approved for navigation using only electronic charting.
But that is about the only novelty in this area which is, by
the wish of the captain, only equipped with tried and
tested gear, mostly from Furuno.
In terms of yacht design and construction, owners tend
to reap what they sow. These owners chose a top builder,
a great design team and a hugely experienced squad that
included Kevin Callahan from Moran Yacht & Ship, Lady
Kathryn V’s captain Chris Ramos and build engineer Pete
Corteen to supervise the build. Even more important, they
became totally immersed in the planning themselves, and
this allowed them to completely fulfil their dreams. Solidly
seaworthy, built to perfection and
More on
decorated to their exact tastes, Lady
Kathryn V will be a tough act to follow.
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la dy k athry n V Lürssen Yachts
LOA 61m
LWL 52.07m
Beam 11.4m
Draught 3.5m
Displacement 1,090T
Engines
2 x Caterpillar 3512B
diesel 1,455kW, 1,979hp

Speed (max/cruise)
15.5 knots/12 knots

Fuel capacity
160,000 litres

Range at 12 knots
7,000nm

Water capacity
28,000 litres

Bowthruster
Jastram 40F BU 3038,
200kW

Owner and guests 12

Generators
3 x Caterpillar C18
301kW, 409hp
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Crew 16
Tenders
2 x 7m Westport

Construction
Steel hull, aluminium
superstructure

Exterior stylist
Espen Øino Naval
Architects

t: +1 954 768 0707
e: sales@moranyachts.com
w: moranyachts.com

Classification
Lloyd’s @100A1, SSC Yacht
Mono, LMC G6, UMS, MCA

Interior design
Adam Lay

Builder/year
Lürssen Yachts/2011
Bremen-Vegesack,
Germany
t: +49 421 6604 166
w: lurssen.com
e: yachts@lurssen.com

Naval architect
Lürssen Yachts

Decorator
Jack Fhillips
Charter information
Moran Yacht & Ship
Florida, US

